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Introduction 
By Owain Llewellyn 

course tutor, Language Teaching for the Planet online course 

 

What happens when you bring together a group of language teachers from around             

the world with a mutual interest in bringing the environment into the classroom? I was               

hoping to share ideas and create materials together to showcase how we can do this.               

In fact, a resource book has come out of it! 

As important as the teaching and learning that took place on this course was the               

sense of community we built. It is heartening for any environmentally conscious            

language teacher to know that at the same time that they are raising awareness of               

this vital issue in their classes, there are countless other teachers doing the same in a                

myriad different contexts across the world. 

This pack of lessons is a gift from participants on the November cohort of the online                

course Language Teaching for the Planet. We would like to share them as a festive               

gift to all environmentally conscious teachers worldwide! 

 
Season’s Greetings! 

 
 
 
https://eltsustainable.com 
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Rethink! by Božica Šarić-Cvjetković 

 
Context: Any. The lesson plan is designed around the topic of recycling, reusing and              

repurposing everyday objects and around a short film about a boy who finds great              

pleasure in playing with just a cardboard box. 

Level of students: A1-B1 (upper primary-lower secondary), teenagers and young           

adults.  

Time: 45-60 min 

Outcomes:  

● To find out the meaning of the words (reuse, repurpose...) 

● To learn the meaning of the prefix re- 

● To watch a short film and report on what they saw 

● To come up with different ideas on how to reuse/repurpose different objects 

● To present ideas 

● To try to change their habits and report on the progress 

Materials:  

● PowerPoint presentation (or any other way to show pictures) 

● A big cardboard box (or a picture of it) 

● Different objects - teacher’s choice (a plastic bottle, a can, shoelaces,           

scarves….) 

● Equipment: laptop, overhead projector, speakers 

● Link to the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnbhLwNUQ-Y 

Procedure: 

Warmer:  

Students are shown two words: “use” and “purpose” and the task is to explain the               

meaning of these words, give examples and/or give the translation. After that they             
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see another two words: “reuse” and “repurpose” and they point out the difference             

between those two and the first two.  

At this point, students should understand the meaning of the prefix re-. Teacher gives              

examples if needed and elicits more words through examples. 

Main task: 

Next, students are shown the title of the lesson which is “Rethink!” and are told that                

they will have to rethink about some issues today. 

They are shown a big cardboard box (or a picture of it) and have to think of different                  

ways of reusing or repurposing it. 

Teacher tells students that they will watch a short film called “The adventures of a               

cardboard box” and tries to elicit what it is about. Teacher plays the film. 

After watching the film, the teacher sets up groups of 3 or 4 students and the task is                  

to write down as many uses of the box as they can remember. They have 2-3                

minutes. They report on how many uses they remember and compare with their own              

ideas from the previous activity (do any match or are they different?). 

The next task is to find new/ different uses for other everyday objects. Teacher hands               

out a bag and each group takes an object from it. Students report on their ideas. 

After each group reports the ideas, the teacher shows the next task: In your groups,               

write different sentences for the object you have: 

1. You can use  ________ to ________ . 

2. A funny way to use _________ is ___________. 

3. You can use _________ in the garden to __________. 

4. The best way to use __________ is __________. 

5. A weird way to use _________ is __________. 

What next? 

In the last activity of the lesson, students are shown this picture (see next page).               

They discuss the vocabulary and the message of the picture and make decisions             

about what they are going to ‘rethink’ in their daily lives. The task is to “Rethink their                 

choices” as it says in the picture and try to put into practice some of the suggestions.                 
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Then they choose a “trial period”, which can be 2 weeks, 3 weeks, a month… During                

this period, they make notes and/or take pictures on every suggestion they followed             

and describe what they did (like a kind of “rethink diary” which can be done on their                 

phones or in notebooks). At the end of the period they have a discussion where they                

share their experiences and progress, how they feel about the actions they’d taken,             

what was the easiest to do and what was more difficult...  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note to the teacher: During the “trial period”, ask students for regular feedback on              

their progress and offered help and/or advice/suggestions if needed.   
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Air Quality by Nergiz Kern 
Context: EAP preparation year students at a University in Turkey, going to study to              

become engineers in different fields. Level: B1-B2. 

Localization: The same material but with a different interactive map or air quality             

data that is available if used with other nationalities or international students in the              

UK. 

Syllabus fit / rationale: In the previous lesson(s), they will have learned about             

graphs/diagrams and had practice in reading and guided writing of descriptions of            

graphs/diagrams. 

Outcomes: 

At the end of the lesson(s)/project, students will have 

● learned some vocabulary related to air quality / pollutants 

● learned/reviewed some structures to talk about causes and effects, solutions          

(modals) 

● practised listening (video), speaking (discussion, presentation, video production),        

writing (poster) skills 

● learned / practised producing a short video (if chosen) 

● researched the air quality (change) in a chosen location over a period of time              

(throughout a day/week/month/year) and drawn a graph showing the differences. 

● thought about causes, effects of and possible solutions for air pollution (thinking of             

their own fields of engineering) 

● written a short paragraph and created a poster with visuals OR created a video OR               

prepared and giving a short presentation describing their graph and reasons for            

the changes  

● presented their findings in the way chosen to the other students and tutors at a 'air                

quality conference' which they have to plan and organise (one 90-minute lesson            

long). 
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● made a pledge for at least one change they’re going to make in their own lives to                 

contribute to better air quality.  
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Materials: 

● A video such as this one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6rglsLy1Ys 

The video should include some of the vocabulary they need, some reasons for             

pollution and some potential solutions, and it shouldn’t be too long to keep learners              

focused and make the language input manageable for them. 

● An interactive website to research air quality in Turkey that provides a map,             

icons to click for different cities and areas in cities, with detailed information on the               

level of various common pollutants, outdoor activities that can be done or are not              

recommended if risky due to air quality, graphs showing the chosen pollutants over a              

period of time. Specific dates and hours in a day can be selected to observe changes                

over a chosen period of time.  

http://www.havaizleme.gov.tr/ (see screenshots on following page) Search for “air         

pollution map” + [name of country] for equivalent sites.  

● Poster material (if available, digital tool to create and print an academic poster, if              

not poster paper, markers, etc.) 

● Students’ phones (optional) 

● A survey tool (e.g. http://surveymonkey.com) (optional) 

● A wall for personal pledges (if available, this could be done on the internet, on the                

university’s Facebook group or using a digital noticeboard, such as Padlet). 

 

NOTE: If a project-based set of lessons is not possible, the first lesson can be used                

with slight changes, leaving time for doing a simpler research with the interactive map              

and writing it up as homework (individually or in small groups). If this can be done in                 

GoogleDocs, everyone can read all the texts. If that is not possible, the texts can be                

handwritten and pinned on the class noticeboard. If presentation skills should be            

practised, learners could prepare them as homework and deliver them in the next             

lesson. A class noticeboard or school noticeboard could be used to pin slips of paper               

with students’ pledges. 
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Procedure: 

(Each lesson is 90 minutes) 

Lesson 1 - Introduction and preparation 

Warmer: 

Introduce the topic by, for example, showing the symbols for the various pollutants             

(NO2, SO2, CO, O3, etc.) and asking students what they think these relate to or what                

our topic is. If they mention the names (Ozone, etc.) of these, write them up and                

check pronunciation (e.g. the ‘di’ in dioxide as ‘die’, not ‘dee’). If not, give students a                

few minutes to find out using their mobile phones. 

 

Main task: 

● Write on the board or projected Word/Google Docs 'Air quality', then underneath            

'How good is the air quality where you live / come from?' 

● Brief discussion in pairs 
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● Using a prepared survey tool with options (very good, good, OK, not so good,              

very bad), students send their answers using their phones (Low-tech alternative:           

write the options on the board, students raise their hand) 

● Write: 'Causes of air pollution' ('Reasons for…') / 'Effects of air pollution' 

● In groups, students discuss reasons. If time, regroup and report to that group             

and listen for other reasons. 

● Class feedback: depending on tech resources, each group adds to the           

GoogleDoc, or one student writes what the others say on the displayed Word             

doc. (Low-tech: if enough boards, groups (or the group rep.) come to the board              

and write their ideas. 

● Do some language and pronunciation work with these, possibly add some           

sentence structures (e.g. for cause and effect: is caused by / might be due to /                

etc.) 

● Write: 'Possible solutions' 

● Repeat the steps of group discussion, feedback, language work. 

● Show video: students watch and compare with their own ideas for causes,            

effects and solutions’ (depending on level, how the information in the video is             

organised, etc.), they can be asked to focus on one, e.g. causes), then watch              

again and focus on effects, solutions.  

● Depending on the class, situation, guidance needed, tech availability, etc., the           

watching can be as a whole class or on individual devices. 

● Students add new information to the Google Doc. 

● Class feedback and highlighting and practice of new language that has come            

up. 

● If time, introduce the interactive air quality map for Turkey. Ask: ‘How good or              

bad do you think the air quality is right now here?’ Have them guess, then               

show the map. Tell them they will do air quality research in the next lesson. If                

no time, do this in Lesson 2. 
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What next? 

Lesson 2 (and 3) - Research and preparation of presentation 

● Do a quick review of the previous lesson. 

● Explain the research project to learners and show the options and time they             

have to present their research. 

● Put students into small groups of three (max four). 

● Explain also that they have to organise an 'air quality conference' attended by             

other classes (who are doing the same project) and some tutors (possibly also             

admin staff). 

● Students start their research, decide on how to present it and start preparing. 

● Teacher monitors and helps where necessary or provides resources where          

students can find help. 

Lesson 3 (or 4) - Conference 

● All classes/groups set up their posters in one corner (or room), computers or             

tablets with their videos in another, present in another. 

● Classmates, tutors, possible admin members and other staff (who ideally          

speak some English) attend the conference, mingle, ask questions, etc. 

● Depending on level, interest, circumstances, this could end with a panel           

discussion. 

● There will be a wall (or a large noticeboard with a big title/writing ‘My pledge               

for better air quality’ where students and participants will post their pledges of             

how they’re going to make changes in their own lives to contribute to better air               

quality, using slips of paper and pinning them to the wall, or post-its (low-tech              

option). If the Internet is available, this could be done online with hashtags to              

share on the university’s social media platform(s), or alternatively using a           

digital noticeboard, depending on what the students come up with and what is             

available.  
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Thinking Eco by Jen Taylor 
 Unusual uses for (un)usual things! 

 
Context: 

Anywhere with easy Internet access. Ss will already be familiar with the Pecha Kucha              

presentation format. See   

https://www.wabisabilearning.com/blog/how-to-make-great-presentations-with-pecha-

kucha for more information (or do a search online). 

Outcomes: 

● To practise presenting using a Pecha Kucha format 

● To work collaboratively in groups  

● To scan a text for information  

● To use the Internet for research purposes 

● To deal with emergent language, as and when required 

Materials: 

● Internet access, ideally per group 

● The photo below, in hard copy or projected 
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This photo was taken at Poopoopaperpark in Chiang Mai, Thailand. It shows colored             

balls made from elephant poo fiber (you can see the word “poo” if you look closely.                

The picture’s aim is to act as a colorful trigger to initiate discussion on unusual uses                

of natural products. 

Procedure: 

Warmer:  

Dictate the following questions and have students take turns to write them on the              

board. 

1. What can you see in the photo?  (Coloured balls, wicker baskets, signs…) 

2. Who made the balls? (The elephants. Workers at the site. Tourists.) 

3. What do you think they will be used for? (To make paper) 

Discuss with a partner, feed back to class. Provide more information if needed, but              

not the company name yet. 

What next? 

Divide class into groups of 3.  Ask 

1. What are the benefits of this paper for the environment? 

2. Write 3 questions you have about the production process. 

and have them email you their thoughts on 1. and 2. Give a time limit. If there’s an                  

online student board so that students can see each other’s responses (e.g. Padlet),             

use that. 

● If appropriate, give time for students to read and compare other work. 

● Give Ss the website link www.poopoopaperpark.com/en/ and get them to find           

the answers to their questions. If the website, or the class, or a quick online search                

can’t answer any questions, you could always email the company. It would be nice to               

receive a genuine reply. 

● Look at the slogan on the home page “Playfully Outrageous with a serious             

underlying message of sustainability”.  Do you like it?  Why (not)? 
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● Each group then has the following task. Set a time limit. It will take several               

hours so could be spread over a few lessons. For those Ss needing structure, set               

mini target deadlines: 

Prepare a mini PK of 12 slides (4 each), using the title of the lesson as the topic                  

(Thinking eco: unusual uses for (un)usual things). Brainstorm some ideas to get the             

ball rolling (alternative cleaning products, “plastic” made from other materials…). The           

only requirement is that you start with your own catchy slogan. 

● Listen to each presentation and encourage questions.  
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Find someone who (re....) by Katherine Bilsborough 
Context: Written with primary classes in mind as they often get neglected. I think it               

could also work with teenagers. 

Outcomes: 

By the end of the lesson learners will have: 

● thought about their own beliefs and practices regarding recycling, repurposing,          

re-using, etc. 

● learned some new re-words related to greener practices 

● practised question forms 

● gained confidence in speaking (through repetition and support) 

● worked collaboratively and creatively to produce a poster 

Materials:  

● Large sheets of card or paper and coloured pens or paints (to make posters). 

● A photo of a sock puppet, e.g.  

"Sock puppet" by lisaclarke is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0  

●  The worksheet (one per student – see end of lesson plan): 
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● The following text (one copy to read aloud): 

 

Procedure: 

Warmer:  

1. Write ‘The 3 R’s’ on the board and ask students what this means. Explain if                

necessary (recycle, reuse, reduce). Ask What things can we recycle / reuse /             

reduce? Elicit ideas. Then ask Why is it important to recycle, reuse and reduce? 

2. Tell students you are going to read a text. Have all the re- words available on                 

the board, so that ss listen and tick (or number the order of) the words they                

hear. Read: ‘The three (or more) R’s’. Students listen and write the re-words.             

Then they compare their lists with a partner. If necessary, show students the             

photo of the puppet to contextualise the meaning of repurpose. 
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Answer: recycle, reuse, reduce, repurpose, refuse, remember, refill, repair, repaint,          

rethink 

3. Discuss each re- word. Make sure students understand the meanings. Ask What             

kind of things can we (repaint)? Etc. 

Main task: 

Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Explain that they have to ask and answer                

questions and complete the table with names.  

Hold up the worksheet and point to the first question. Ask a few students Do you                

know how to repurpose a T-shirt? When someone answers ‘yes’, point to the line and               

write the student’s name. Then read the sentence aloud. E.g. Peter knows how to              

repurpose a T-shirt. Then ask another question. E.g. How can you repurpose a             

T-shirt.  

Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Give them a few minutes to read through                

each sentence. Then go through each sentence in turn, eliciting the questions they             

need to ask and answer. 

Students mingle, asking and answering, sharing their ideas and writing their           

classmates’ names in the table. 

What next?  

After the mingling activity, ask students to do an internet image search, in pairs for               

‘Three R’s poster’. There are thousands of posters. Ask them to talk about the              

posters with their partner, saying what they like and what they don’t like about a few.                

Then in pairs or small groups, students can make their own ‘Ten R’s’ posters using all                

the re-words they’ve learned in the lesson. 

Ask students to work in groups, sharing ideas about how they can apply the different               

R’s to the classroom and their homes. Ask one person in each group to tell the rest of                  

the class their ideas. Make two lists (In the classroom and At home) on the board.                

Then plan and implement as many of their ideas as possible for the classroom. 
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Name: ___________________ 

Find someone who … 

Ask and answer questions to complete the table. Write at least 10 different names in the                
boxes. Ask a second question, each time. Write some extra information. 

______________  
 

knows how to 
repurpose a 
T-shirt. 

  
  

_________ 
 
recycles 
paper at 
home. 

_______________  
 
knows how to 
reduce the amount 
of water we use 

___________  
 
thinks it is a 
good idea to 
refuse plastic 
bags in a shop 

________  
 
reuses glass 
jars at home. 

______________ 
 
thinks we should 
stop using cars in 
city centres. 

__________ 
  
knows 
someone who 
can repair a 
broken 
computer. 

_______________  
 
always remembers 
to turn off electrical 
things at night. 
  

___________ 
 
respects all 
living plants 
and animals. 

________ 
 
thinks we 
should fly 
less. 

______________ 
 
reuses old clothes 
at home. 

__________ 
  
knows how to 
repurpose a 
glass bottle. 

_______________ 
  
knows someone who 
can repair a broken 
zip. 

___________ 
 
thinks we 
should eat less 
meat. 

 ________ 
 
knows how 
to reduce 
the electricity 
we use. 
  

______________ 
 
would like to 
repaint something 
at home. 

__________ 
 
can name 
three things 
we can refill. 

_______________  
 
is going to rethink 
some shopping 
habits. 

___________ 
 
refuses plastic 
straws 

_________ 
 
thinks we 
must do 
more to 
protect the 
planet. 
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Our Shopping Addiction by David Deubelbeis 
 
Context: 

This lesson covers the topic of our behavior as consumers. Students watch a video              

detailing the problems associated with over-consumption and shopping. Then,         

students are challenged to find and share a solution. 

Outcomes: 

* students will practice speaking about their current shopping lifestyle and consumer            

behavior and learn why people stop seeing the difference between their wants and             

needs because of neurological processes. 

* students will improve their listening skills and listen for key information 

* students will work cooperatively to find a solution to the problem of             

over-consumption and present their solution to the class. 

Level:   CEFR B1 and above 

Materials: 

Download the materials and full instructions on https://resources.eltbuzz.com/7u6 .  

Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qWHJ29-s4U  

Procedure: 

Warmer. Students answer and discuss the pre-watching questions. Answer the          

questions as the teacher before students discuss in small groups. 

 

1. Does shopping and buying something give you a "hit", a good feeling? 

2. What was the last thing you bought online? Do you still have and use it? 

3. Have you ever bought anything you didn't end up using? Did you ever return it? 

 

While you watch: Watch the video. Have students take notes during the video to               

complete the sentences. Watch again to take up, pausing at the answers. Use the              

provided answer key. 
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After: Students in their small groups list some other possible solutions to the             

question ‘What can we do to resolve the problem of having too much stuff?’. After,               

they present their solutions to the class. At the end, you might vote on the best                

solution! 

 

Extension:   

 

1. Prompt students about what things they've purchased this month. 

Ask them to state if it was 100% needed or if they could have done without it. Next,                  
provide pairs or small groups the graphic organizer" What I bought this month" and              
have them list all their recent big purchases. Discuss if they were really needed or               
just something they just wanted. 
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Do you know the power of local food? By Brent          

Simmonds  
 

Context:  

University students at a Japanese University. The lesson will be transferable to other             

contexts. Lesson could be done in sections over a period of time. Depending on the               

level of your students, some activities could be omitted. 

Syllabus fit / rationale: There is a unit on food which could be used in conjunction                

with this lesson 

Outcomes:  

Students will have explored the advantages and disadvantages of buying local food.            

Hopefully, they will see ways to explore environmental issues in their local context. 

Materials:  

1. Photos: a roadside market, photos of persimmons wrapped in plastic and loose             

ones.  

2. Pictures of food labels or the labels from the ingredients of the persimmon recipe               

(persimmons, flour, sugar, baking powder, baking soda, salt, ginger, cinnamon,          

lemons, eggs, butter, yogurt, sour cream). 

3. Internet access or copies of a recipe 

 
 
Warmer pictures 
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Procedure: 

Warmer:  

1. Look at the pictures. 

What do you see in the pictures?  What are the people doing?  

2. Student to student questions 

a) What are your favorite fruit and vegetables? 

b) Do you have fruit and vegetables with every meal? 

c) What kind of fruit and vegetables do you eat? 

d) Have you ever bought food from a roadside stall? If yes, what did you buy? 

e) What locally grown food do people eat in your hometown? 

f) What do people make with the food? 

 

If you had a garden, what type of fruit and vegetables would you grow? 

 

 

Vocabulary check 

  Write these words in the empty spaces in the correct form. 

look forward to, roadside stalls, harvest 

___________________ sell things at the side of the road. 

I am ___________________ to playing tennis at the weekend. 

When people pick fruit or vegetables, it is called a ____________________. 

 

READING TASK “PERSIMMONS“ 

Pre reading 

Research: How much is 100 yen in your currency? 
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Discussion: You are going to read about persimmons. Look at the picture. What do              

you think the reading is going to be about? What is the person in the car doing?                 

What season is it? 

 
 

While reading questions: 

1. Are persimmons cheaper in supermarkets than at the roadside stalls? 

2. How do people pay for persimmons at the roadside stalls? 

3. Are late harvests caused by climate change? 

 

 

Post reading discussion 

Which meal would you eat persimmons with? 

Do you have similar roadside stalls in your hometown? What do they sell? 
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Do you know of any problems caused to harvests in your country? 

 
 

FOLLOW UP TASK - “What can you make with local food?”  

Pre reading   

In the picture you can see a breakfast muffin.  

What ingredients do you need to make them? 

 
In pairs, read to each other and answer the questions below 

“Breakfast” 

Student A:  Morning, what did you have for breakfast? 

Student B:  Persimmon muffins*, how about you? 

Student A: Nothing, I was too tired. How do you make muffins? I wouldn’t have the                

time. 

Student B:  They are easy to make. It took me less than an hour this morning. 

Student A:  What are the ingredients you need to make them? 

Student B: All you need is persimmons, some flour, sugar, two eggs, butter, yoghurt              

and some spices. 

*https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/persimmon-muffins-recipe-1973669  

Questions 

1. Where are the people from the story?  

2. What did they have for breakfast today? 

3. Was their breakfast easy to make? 

4. Look at the food labels from the ingredients in the persimmon recipe. Where             

do they come from? How far have they travelled? Are there other alternatives? 

5. What does the saying mean: “Think global, act local”? 

 

Homework: 
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Write about a local food from your country. Share a recipe that uses locally sourced               

food.  

 
Web resources 
Food by country: http://www.foodbycountry.com/ 
Adventure in food: https://adventuresinlocalfood.com/category/food-stories/ 
Traditional food: https://www.funwithforeignlanguage.com/traditional-food-around-the-world/ 
Harvest time in Japan: https://the-way-of-japan.com/fruits/en/calendar/ 
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Bread: by Owain Llewellyn 
 

Context 

Adult or teenage learners of English at a language school 
 

Tips to localise in other contexts 

I believe you can use this photo as part of this lesson in other countries or contexts                 
as at the end students will take their own photos. This picture taken in Algeria acts as                 
a stimulus to their later work. However, if you find a more relevant picture from your                
local area, by all means replace it. 
 
In Algeria what you see in the picture is a common site as people leave bread outside                 
houses and near bins. At first sight it looks messy but actually it is a good example of                  
caring for others and the world around. Poor people take the bread, or others take it                
to feed their animals. I’m fascinated by this juxtaposition of altruism and messiness.             
Is there something similar where you live? 
 

Outcomes: 

By the end of the lesson students will have: 
●  explored ways they can benefit people and the environment around them 
● Come up with a way to record what they do for the local environment on a                

weekly basis. 
 

Materials: 

This photo: 
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Procedure: 

Warmer:  
 

● Ask learners to discuss the following: 1. Your breakfast or lunch today 2. a              
time you helped someone else. 

 
While: 
 
I display the picture above and the following questions on the board: 
 
1. What can you see? 
2. What was the person thinking when they left it there? 
3. What other ways are there that we can care for the world around us? 
4. Is the best or worst of human nature shown here? 
 

● The students write answers individually, then discuss in pairs or groups and            
feedback to the whole class. 

● Ask students to work in pairs and groups and brainstorm other things that             
represent a local environmental issue. They feed their ideas back to the class. 

 
 
 
What next? 
 

● I ask learners to do the following after the class:  
○ Take a photo of something in their neighbourhood that represents the           

environment in some way, perhaps one of the things mentioned in the            
previous stage. 

○ Create a few questions similar to the questions based around the photo            
of bread about their pictures. 

○ They bring these to a subsequent class and show them to their            
classmates who answer the questions. 
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Thank you! 
Thank you to everyone who took part in this course and created these materials! 
Thank you to all of you who have read this book and … 
Thank you to all teachers who are bringing these vital global issues into class in this                
time of the environment crisis. 
 
If you enjoyed this book, please share it with others. 
 
If you would like to know more about the course in which this book was created, find                 
out more here: https://eltsustainable.thinkific.com/  
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